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Introduction

Aim of This Study

This paper aims to examine whether a multicultural society in Japan is sustainable by

analyzing the cases of second-generation Brazllian adolescents residing in Japan, who

conkibute to the Brazllian community via their bilingual language proficiency.

Specifically, I will examine the cases of Brazilian adolescents who leamed Portuguese

in a supplementary Portuguese language course offered by aBrazilian school, or Portuguese

classes offered by a university in Tokyo. Then, I will analyze the purpose of their learning

and reasons for their chosen professions which allowed them to exercise their Portuguese

language proficiency.

Among the informants are a few people who were born in Japan; almost all of them

came to Japan by the age of ten. To be precise, they may be a 1.75 or a 1.5 generations rather

than second generation. The cofltmon point among the informants is their Portuguese and

Japanese bilingual proficiency gained through a Japanese university education.

Background
(1) Multiculfixalization in Japan and Immigrant Language

By the end of 2012, the foreign population in Japan comprised 1.6Yo of the total population,

which is much lower than other countries such as the United States or Australia. Yet, their

social integration into local society in Japan has been discussed for more than 20 years, with

a focus on their Japanese language proficiency in realizing that integration. From this point of

view, Brazilians in Japan have been criticized for their low Japanese proficiency. As

interpreters , Brazilian children whose parents do not speak Japanese fluently, often have to

support their family in Japan.

The immigrant language has been treated as one of the tools or personal resources that

contribute to the acquisition of the primary language of the host society, the stabilization of

their identity, and the maintenance of their domestic communication. Nowadays, the

immigrant language as a social resource also, is considered to have the potential to bring

some merit to the host society directly. Accordingly, in the United States or Canada, those

who are able to speak their mother tongue as well as English are treated as human resources
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who have gained bilingual and bicultural literacy. Unfortunately, in Japan, this type of
recognition has not yet occurred.

Neverless, in Japan, people who have multilingual proficiency are in high demand, and

the idea of "immigtant language as a social resource" is starting to be recognized and is

gradually being pursued (Shoji 2010). In this study, then, I investigate the significance of the

Portuguese language proficiency of second generation Brazilians in Japanese society where

multicultur alization is in pro gress.

(2) Second Generation Brazilians in Japan and their Portuguese Language Acquisition

The second generationBrazihans residing in Japan have more opportunity to maintain or

relearn Portuguese thanBrazllians in other countries, and more opportunity when compared

with mernbers of other ethnic groups in Japan. While there are more than 60 Brazihan

schools in Japan where Porluguese can be learnt, the majority of Brazllian families have

selected Japanese schools for their children. Hence, their Portuguese education is entrusted to

their parents. In some towns with a high Brazilian population, there are some Portuguese

classes sponsored by local governments or non-profit educational support organizations.

Although the number is limited, some public schools have mother-tongue classes for

immigrant children.

Second-generation Brazllian adults can learn Portuguese in private lessons or at

language schools with Japanese students. Recently, we have found some Brazilian students in

departments in some Japanese universities which teach Portuguese. Even though these

BrazThan adolescents pretend to learn the language from scratch, almost all of them have an

advantage in listening. They have succeeded in attaining Portuguese listening proficiency

unconsciously in their home.

Portuguese proficiency is necessary to survive in Braztl for the returning second

generation Brazilians. Following the so-called Lehman Shock (the global financial crisis of
2008) and Great East Japan Earthquake (2011), about 30Yo of Brazilians in Japan returned to

Brazll. The recent economic growth in Brazil also influenced their return. As a result, those

children who transferred to Brazllian schools in Brazil encountered language and cultural

difficulties. Some of them take private lessons, with their parents as impromptu teachers of
Portuguese. In relation to the argument concerning the indispensability of Portuguese

acquisition upon returning to Brazil, this preliminary study refers to the relationship between

career formation of Japanese-Portuguese bilingual Brazilian adolescents in Japan and the

sustainability of a multicultural Japanese society.

Research Method

I conducted 90 minute interviews with two second-generation Brazilians adolescents who

live in a town with a concentrated Brazilian population. I also interviewed five Brazilian

students who studied Porhrguese at universities in Japan in 2011 and 2072. In addition, a

questionnaire was given to first-year students of the Department of Portuguese, at a university

in Chiba, in April 2013. The reasons for selecting that particular department was among the
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questions asked. A11 of the names in this article are fictitious.

1. Places to Learn Portuguese

l.l Formal Education

At the end of 2012, there were about 190,000 Brazilians in Japan and about 23,000 of them

were school-age children (i.e., from 5 to 14 years old) (Ministry of Justice). About 4,000 of
them were studying in Brazilian schools. More than 60 schools exist in Brazilian-
concentrated towns, and 44 of them are recognized by the Ministry of Education of Brazil
(Brazilian Embassy in Japan). Seven are in the process of applying for authorization. The

students can study in Portuguese, and the credits gained in these schools may be accepted

after retuming to Brazil.InBrazlliar, schools, they can also study Japanese, and entrance into

Japanese universities has been realizedby a number of students (Haino 20ll).
In Japanese schools in August 2012, there were about 9,000 pupils whose

mother-tongue is Portuguese and who need special instruction in the Japanese language

because of a lack of proficiency. For these pupils, the most urgent issue is Japanese language

education; immigrant language education is considered a domestic matter in the Japanese

public education system, even though there are some public elementary and junior high

schools-in Hyogo, for example-that offer immigrant language classes to immigrant

descendants. There are some high schools, such as in Kanagawa and Osaka, that have several

foreign languages clas ses including P ortuguese.

1 . 2 Non-formal Education

In Brazilian-concentrated towns, there are some Portuguese classes sponsored by local

governments or non-profit educational support organizations. In several Catholic churches in
Japan, such as the St. Ignatius Church in Yotsuya and Hamamatsu, after masses in Portuguese,

Brazllian parents or priests have offered Portuguese language classes or Bible readings in
Porluguese for Brazilian children. Moreover, on weekday aftemoons or on Saturdays,

Brazilian schools offer supplementary Porfuguese language courses for Brazilian children

who study in Japanese schools.

1.3 Second Generation Brazilian Adults

In Japan, there are six universities that have a departmeni teaching the Porhrguese language.

In other universities, Brazilian sfudents can learn Portuguese as one of the modern foreign

languages. Language extension courses are also available. In cities like Tokyo, there are

many foreign language courses or classes including Portuguese. Private lessons are also an

option. Kenichi, who came to Japan when he was ten years old, studied Portuguese with a
private Brazllian teacher before entering the Department of Porhrguese at a university in the

Kansai region because his family had changed the language used at home from Porhrguese to

Japanese just after entering Japan.
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2. Reasons for Learning Portuguese

Below I present some case studies to ascertain the reasons and motivations to learn

Portuguese.

2-l Case of Sergio

S6rgio (24) came to Japan in 1998 when he was ten years old. He entered a public elementary

school and, three years later, he began studying Portuguese in a supplementary Portuguese

language course offered by aBrazllian school near his house. His younger brother who was

forgetting Portuguese gradually had already started to learn the language, and he decided to

follow in his brother's steps and continued his study for three years. All of his family
members have a permanent Japanese visa. He is the eldest son and always talks in Portuguese

with his parents, preferring Japanese to communicate with his brothers. Mota notes the same

phenomenon regarding the eldest son and daughter of an immigrant family (Mota 2072,36).

Recently, there have been a few opportunities to brush up his Portuguese proficiency, through

reading Brazilian magazines or watching TV programs in Portuguese. He says that his family
is united. As the eldest son, he saves part of his salary so that his two younger brothers wiil be

able to complete their studies at the university where S6rgio himself graduated.

When he was a high school student, he had imagined he would be a factory worker like
his parents. Back then, he had an opporhrnity to teach Japanese as an assistant teacher using

Portuguese to Brazilian children who had just come to Japan. He had already earned level 1

on the "Japanese Language Proficiency Test" Q,{ihongo Noryoku Shiken). Teaching Brazllian
children following in his footsteps, and overcoming various difficulties on his own became

the biggest motivation to work hard at his studies in high school with the hope of being

admiued to a Japanese university. His expectation of becoming a factory worker changed to
the dream of becoming a teacher of the Japanese language.

As a high school student, he began to work at alegal office, located in the town where

he lived, to help with the translation from Portuguese to Japanese of documents to renew

passports and visas of foreign citizens living in Japan. At the university, he took a course to

become a Japanese language teacher. Because of the low salary and mainly part-time
positions, it would be difficult,he realized, for him to be as a Japanese language teacher and

support his family as the eldest son. Thus, S6rgio changed from his endeavors to become a

Japanese language teacher to take up a career related to the law, which would require that he

attain national qualifications. Now, his immediate aim is to make use of both his Portuguese

and Japanese language abilities and attain qualifications that will allow him to support

non-Japanese people in the area where he resides. In so doing, he will become the first
Brazilian citizen in his region to obtain such qualifications.

2.2 Case of Tiago

Tiago (22) came to Japan at the age of ten and entered a public elementary school. After
several months, he began to study Portuguese, in the same course that S6rgio had studied and
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kept up his studies until he was 15 years old. In the beginning, his parents had planned to

return to Brazil in three years time. However, they have since bought a house in Japan and all

the family members now hold a permanent visa.

In the supplementary Portuguese course, which was managed by the full-time Brazilian

school, the textbooks they used were the same as the textbook used at the Brazilian school.

The textbook not only included remedial Portuguese but also other subjects such as science,

geography, and mathematics in the Portuguese language. There were two or three classes per

week, of one or two hours in duration, that were held after school on a weekday. After Tiago

completed Portuguese elementary education up to the 7th grade he left the supplementary

school. He has made an effort to keep up his Portuguese proficiency by watchingBrazilian

DVDs or reading books in Portuguese that he borrow from the local public library.

In his first year of high school, he had the opportunity to Japanese, with S6rgio, to

Brazllian children who had only recently arrived in Japan or had poor Japanese. From this

experience he also dreamed of becoming a Japanese teacher. He felt that his interest in

languages was influence by the role he played a translator for his parents from a very early

stage. As an only child, his parents relied on him to translate local notices and news into

Portuguese language. At times he would accompany his parents who were not able to

understand Japanese, to the hospital and the local government offices. Even though ten years

have passed since his arrival in Japan, he is still responsible for fulfilling the role as translator

to tie the household with the local community.

Tiago also studied English. He achieved a level 2 on Eiken, one of the popular English

proficiency tests in Japan, before going to university, and with this qualification he was

exempt from paying university fee for the first year. He made further use of scholarships

offered by the university, and by keeping excellent grades he was exempt from paying fee for

all four years of university. He took the international sociology course at university and when

he graduated his TOEIC score was 925. Why did he put so much effort into learning English?

He explained his motivation as follows. In the Brazilian communit5l there are many

Portuguese-Japanese bilingual Brazilians. To differentiate himself from these Brazilians, he

began to study English. His present aim is to begin a Japanese language class for not only

Brazllian children but also children from other foreign countries. In the area where he lives

there is a concentration of Brazilians, but there are also people of different nationalities living

in the area. Tiago turned his attention to the loca1 area. If he wanted to do something for the

foreign residents a high level of Porhrguese proficiency would be indispensable. In addition,

he thought that a level of English proficiency would open up a number of business chances.

Moreover, his bilingual ability and proficiency in English were also the key to obtaining a

short-term job in very competitive position atBraziLian embassy in Tokyo. As of December,

2013, he was working at a town offrce as an interpreter. But this position is also temporary

and non-formal.

Even though he had been successful in his jobs, Tiago was not particularly interested

living in Japan permanently. Sometimes he thinks of finding a job in Brazll, but he does not

want to live alone. He constantly worries about his parent's life in Japan without him. Even
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so, he does not tire of his role as their interpreter. Tiago's role is typical of second generation

immigrants (Mota 2012, 32). His Brazilian friends, who are in the same situation, help and

encourage him.

Tiago told me of S6rgio's strong influence and the fact that if he did not have the

Japanese-Brazllian friends with whom he had studied the Portuguese language, he would not

be able to continue his sfudy. Each of these children have assumed the responsibility of
interpreter in each family.

He does not intend to become a nattxalized citizen in Japan. He is proud of being

Brazllian, he says. These words express clearly his ethnic identity.

2.3 Cases of Students Relearning the Portuguese Language

Students' reasons for relearning Portuguese vary. Takeshi (18), for example, selected a

Portuguese language department at a university near Tokyo in order to keep in contact with

his grandparents and relatives residing in Brazil. In an extension course at a university in

Tokyo, Larissa (22) began to relearn the heritage language of her mother, who was eager for
her daughter to learn it. Her dream is to work for one year in Brazll to brush up on her

Porhrguese in order to be able to discuss any topic with her mother. Both Takeshi and Larissa

want to master the language to communicate with their parents and relatives.

On the other hand, there is another motivation to relearn Portuguese. Telma (21) is

studying Portuguese from scratch, although she can speak it fluently because she thinks

studying grammar is useful to teach the Japanese language to Brazilian children whom she

has taught as a volunteer. Kenichi, whom I have already mentioned, opened up an offtce after

graduation from university to promote cultural exchange between local Japanese and

Brazilians through the publication of a town magazine that introduces Brazilian shops in the

area in Japanese, as well as teaching the bossa nova and the Portuguese language to Japanese

people.

In another case, Carlos, who works at a lapanese company, is studying Portuguese

because of his boss's advice to learn his heritage language. This company plans to branch out

in Brazil.

3. Analyses

Based on the above cases, we can extract some factors that motivate Brazlhan youth to

acquire and maintain their Portuguese proficiency as follows:

3.1 External Factors (Social Context)

(1) Brazilian Community in Japan

Even though the Brazilian community is becoming smaller due to economic crises or the

Great East Japan Earthquake, translators are still needed.
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(2) Supplementary Courses in the Portuguese Langtage

To maintain the Portuguese proficiency of Brazilian children or adolescents, there are some

local governments, non-profit organizations and foreign schools that administer these courses

in the cities with a high concentration of Brazilians.

(3) Brazil in the Global Scene

Today, business opporlunities in Brazil abound, and so do the Japanese companies that

inquire about them. Some such companies employ Brazilians who have graduated from

Japanese universities, further encouraging their study of the Portuguese language.

i.2 Internal Factors (Private Context)

(1) Parents Who Do Not Speak Japanese

Why Brazilian parents do not speak Japanese;

- Because the number of ethnic businesses in the community renders it unnecessary.

- Because of the types of jobs they such as factory workers (who have limited contact

with Japanese peers).

- Because of their hope to return toBrazil in the near future.

Why Brazilian children maintain their mother language proficiency;

- Because their parents always talk to them in Portuguese

- Because of their strong bond with immediate relatives in Brazil. In addition, their legal

visa status facilitates travel between Brazll and Japan. Brazilians always repeat this

transbordering with their children, which makes the children feel close to their relatives

in Brazil. As a result, they are dedicated to the study of Porluguese, as Somerville

(2008) mentions.

(2) Ethnic Identity
Tiago's words reveal his solid ethnic identity. This consciousness helps his study of the

Portuguese language and symbolizes his being Brazlhan.

(3) Wish to Contribute to the Brazilian Community Using TheirAbilityAcquired in Japan

The desire to contribute comes from self-confidence as a second-generation Brazilian pioneer

who has survived in Japanese society.

(4) Educational and Professional Career

Through their experience as teachers of the Japanese language using Portuguese, S6rgio and

Tiago discovered the significance of acquiring their mother language. At the same time, they

recognized that high-level Japanese and English acquired in school would also be useful to

contribute to the Brazlliat community.
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(5) Age When Entering Japan
S6rgio, Tiago, and Kenichi came to Japan at ten years old. At this age, itis easier to maintain
one's mother tongue.

(6) Friends in a Similar Situation
Having friends in a similar situation who act as translator for the family, or who take
responsibility for their family to survive in lapan, forms a strong friendship, and they
encourage each other when someone encounters difficulty. Belonging to an ethnic goup
helps the study of the idiom of the group that Chinen and Tucker (2005) mention.

(7) As a Pioneer or With a Model
In the aforementioned cases, an adolescent has acted as a role model for others, helping them
to find their way and encouraging them to persevere. S6rgio has lived without a model, and
this helped him to become a model himself. Having s6rgio as a model, Tiago also became
another model for the Brazilianchildren around him.

In this way, we can find several factors to enable and motivate their study of
Porfuguese' Based on these points, I would like to consider the relationship between their
language resource and the sustainability of a multicultural society.

4. Immigrant Language and Multicultural Society

In this section, I discuss the influence of the second-generation Brazilianlanguage resource
on the multicultural Japanese society using the case studies mentioned above and the results
of the questionnaire survey administered to students of the Department of portuguese at a
university in Chiba.

4.1 Personal Resources

Regarding youth like S6rgio and Tiago, who have studied portuguese from school age, they
chosejobs that required Porluguese as a tool or personal resource. They tended to selectjobs
which contributed to their ethnic community and professions which utilized their portuguese
proficiency' The Portuguese language was also important in establishing Tiago,s ethnic
identity' on the other hand, those relearning the language have valid reasons for acquiring
Portuguese proficiency. In both examples, they were not overly conscious of the rising value
of the Portuguese language in the global scene due to economic growth in Brazii. Rather, they
regard its value as their cultural capital (as a Brazilian, as a pioneer in the locality, etc.). In
any case' these immigrant chiidren have the advantage over monolingual people in a global
era that calls for multilingual people. Nakajima (2010,4) argues, "In the twenty-first century,
the language resource also must be protected and developed positively like a natural
resource."
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4.2 Social Resources

(1) For the Brazilian Community

I would like to suggest the possibility of immigrant language as a social resource. S6rgio's

and Tiago's bilingual resource has always supported their family, as well as the lives of
Brazilian citizens in the ethnic community. Recall that they also taught Japanese to Brazilian

children as volunteers. In this way, they are bridging two communities in various dimensions.

Why does this role exist? To answer this question, we refer to some special and contemporary

characteristics of the Brazilian conlmunity in Japan. The first is their limited contact with

Japanese people in the workplace and local region. The second is the widespread presence of
Brazllian ethnic business. These two points have contributed to the low level of Brazilians'

Japanese language proficiency in Japan. The third is the passage of time. The Brazilian

immigrant history spanning more than 20 years has produced bilingual second-generation

adults. These days, the role of a "bridge" or a "pipeline" between local and ethnic

communities, constructed by bilingual first-generation Brazilians is gradually being

maintained, succeeded, and renewed by the second generation. There are the circumstances of
the local community, too. In more than 20 years of Brazilian immigrant history in Japan, the

Brazlltan-concentrated cities have become famous as "Little Brazlls," and local governments

have utilized this designation to promote their sightseeing policies. To realize these

businesses' a bilingual resource is indispensable. For this ethnic community to thrive and

avoid isolation in Japanese society, the role of "bridge" played by second generation

Brazilians is very important.

(2) For Bilateral Relations between Brazll and Japan

The Brazilians who relearn Portuguese in language courses around Tokyo want to maintain

their ties with relatives in Brazll and are interested in visiting or working there. This

motivation seems to be aprivate one. In Brazll for 16 years, from 1994 to 2010, about 20

million people had regular employment (Kawai 2012). The economic growth of Brazil is

remarkable, and the number of Japanese companies that go into Brazil is increasing. The

bilingual Brazllian youths may f,rnd better employment there from now on. In this way, the

immigrant language has great potential and will become more useful for economic and

cultural bilateral relations.

(3) For a Multilingual Japan

Brazilian economic gowth has spawned a greater number of Portuguese learners around the

world (BBC Brasil 2012), and Japan is no exception. The publication of Portuguese language

textbooks is now increasing. While only 15 textbooks were published in the 1980s, about 80

textbooks were published in each decade during the 1990s and the 2000s, and this trend

continues. The increase in the number of publications began in 1990, the same time the

Brazilian population began to swell in Japan. In 2000, Brazil was named as a member of
BRlCs, four economic emerging nations. This point is crucial. The surge in Portuguese

learning in Japan was caused by frequent contact with Brazilians in local communities, which
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is clear judging by the titles of some of the textbooks published at that time, such as usefulPortuguese at schools or Portuguese in worhing sprc"s. rrr...ror.,;; ;;;."rfirm that theexistence of Brazilians in Japan has contributed to lapan, increasing its language resource atthe personal level.

Recently' a Brazilian school announced the opening of a new portuguese course notonly for Brazilian infants but also for Japanese residing near the school, to raise them asJapanese and portuguese bilingual.
The presence of Brazilians has also influenced Japanese youth as indicated by thequestionnaires conducted in April 2013. sixty three students in the ..Instructive 

Study aboutBrazil" class were asked why they chose the Portuguese department or the class. Thirteenstudents Q0%) answered that the influence of Brazilian classmates at their elementarymiddle high' or high school, and Brazilian neighbors was significant. Among them was astudent who studied Portuguese in a school located near her house during spring vacation. Inthe extension course of Portuguese language that I teach, there are some Japanese who havemarried Brazilians in Japan and who have been in the Brazilian-concentrated towns such asHamamatsu and ota' The influence of the spatial- and temporal-intensive existence offoreigners who speak another language is great and offers an opportunity for Japanesechildren to interact daily with different cultures and languages. Japanese sfudents who havelived among foreigners may have unconsciously acqui.eJinterculh*al literacy.

Conclusion

The analyses suggest that the language of second generation Brazilians is a social resource,and its existence is key to sustaining Japan's multicultural society. The multic u.turalization ofJapan cannot be undone, and thus in order to foster a mature, multicultural society, we mustensure that the rights and culture of all citizens will be protected whatever his or hernationality or cultural background. The sustainable education of immigrant adolescents topreserve their language resource as they bridge the gap is just or. ,"quirement to realizesocial maturity in Japan' It should also be pointed out that those who work in govemmentadministration offices or schools, in positions that try to bridge the ethnic community and thehost society' are often not in permanent positions and therefore tend to be of unstableemployment' The sustainability of multicultural society wil become more reliable only whenwe begin to discuss various problems, including the stability of immigrants,life in Japan, andwork to resolve problems one by one.
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